SAI RAM ENGINEERING COLLEGE
(NBA Accredited & ISO Certified Institution)
Sai Leo Nagar, WEST TAMBARAM, Chennai - 600 044.

Our Students placed as ENGINEER TRAINEE 2014 BATCH

IBM
- SIVA BHARGAVI R (CSE)
- AISHWARYA RAGUNATHAN (EEE)
- JOTHILAKSHMI P (ICE)
- SUGALYA M (ICE/JRA)
- GAYATHRI V (IT)
- NIRA INILA D (IT)
- SANMAR
- JOHNSON CONTROLS

SUTHERLAND
- ASHISH KUMAR (ECE)
- RAGESH G (EEE)
- GOVTHAN VIDYASH (EEE)
- SABHAPATHY A K (ICE)
- JEYARAMAN R (IT)
- NAVIN A (IT)
- VINITA P (IT)

L & T INFOTECH
- ARTHI V (CSE)
- DHIVYA S (CSE)
- SARAVANAN (EIE)
- SRIDEVI C (ECE)
- VAISHALI V (MCA)
- DHARINI C (CSE)
- VISHAAL (ECE)

NEWGEN
- DEEPIKA PRIYAN (CSE)
- VIJAYAKRISHNA (EEE)
- ARVIND A (IT)
- NAVEEN B (IT)
- VAISHNAI S (IT)
- RITHULA J (EEE)
- RAMKUMAR K V (IT)

Steel Strips Wheel India Ltd.
- BHARATH (MECH)
- JEGAN RAJAN V S (MECH)
- KAMESH (MECH)
- MONASH U (MECH)
- RAGUL PRASAD D (MECH)
- SRIDHAA N (MECH)

SANMINA
- RENAULT NISSAN
- THIYAGASAN T (MECH)
- BIOPATHI R (PROD)
- MICKY JOHN (PROD)
- SHYAMSUNAR (PROD)
- RUBESH KUMAR D (CSE)

KARTHICK.S (MECH)

Congratulations to all
MJF. Lion. Leo Muthu
Chairman

Sairam
www.sairamgroup.in